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5 of the Most Amazing Homes in the Pacific
Northwest

Arresting views of Methow Valley are the backdrop for architect Tom Kundig’s celebrated Studhorse
residence in Winthrop

From modern masterpieces to 5-Star Built Green homes, we’ve rounded up the Pacific Northwest’s
most beautiful houses and how to get the look in your own home. 

1. Modern Retreat 
An award-winning Winthrop home by famed local architect Tom Kundig balances big valley views with
intimate spaces 
By Sheila Cain; Photographed by Ed Sozinho 
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425.453.9298; mediciarchitects.com 

4. Natural Habitat 
A Richland family’s split-level shows good design is on the horizon 
By Julie H. Case; Photographed by Steve Keating 

Set at the foot of Badger Mountain, this 5,000-square-foot home features an outdoor pool, kitchen and dining area 
When Jeff and Lori Wenner combined their families, each having two kids from previous marriages,
they wanted to build a space that would fit them all. But the Brady Bunch they are not. And their new
home is neither a ranch nor a rambler, but a stunning, modern two-story structure at the edge of
Richland’s Badger Mountain Centennial Preserve.  

Taking advantage of the view and avoiding the typical were two of the main objectives for the Wenners’
architect and lead designer, Taylor Callaway of Seattle-based First Lamp Architecture and Construction.
“Stylistically, the family wanted a house that related to the site and that had Japanese influences,”
Callaway says. “We looked at Richland and eastern Washington, and one of the biggest features of
sites out there is the expansive horizon and big sky. Both strongly influenced the design of the home.”  

http://www.mediciarchitects.com/


A garage-style glass door on the eastern wall of the guestroom opens onto the pool deck 
Built at the foot of Badger Mountain, the house is arranged perpendicular to the slope, literally
connecting it to the natural landscape. The interior open concept and abundant windows further create
this dialogue with the outdoors, as do the exposed concrete walls on the base level of the home and
cedar elements employed throughout. 

Standing in the front entryway, one is captivated by the view of Badger Mountain that can be seen
through the dining area and living room, and out beyond the pool in the backyard.  

A bluestone staircase with risers made from perforated, backlit metal separates the parents’ room on
the main floor from the kids’ area on the walkout basement level below. There are four bedrooms
downstairs and a rec room for the Wenners’ kids, ranging in age from 10 to 21. Each child gets a walk-
in closet big enough to store everything from Legos to snowboard gear, which eliminates the need for
clunky toy boxes or storage bins. Radiant floors help control heating costs, and Milgard fiberglass
windows, which Wenner sourced from Perfection Glass, help moderate indoor temperatures in a
climate that can range between 0 and 114 degrees.  



A TV in the kitchen allows homeowner Lori Wenner, a faithful Seahawks fan, to prep food for game day without missing a single snap   
While it may eventually serve as a mother-in-law suite, a guestroom at the far end of the main floor
currently functions as an unofficial family room. A garage-style glass roll-up door on the eastern wall
opens up to the pool and cabana area, and Italian porcelain tile laid over concrete slabs make the
suite’s bathroom slip-proof for wet kids. All of this is on the home’s main floor, so, should grandparents
ever need to come live with the family, they can do so with a sense of independence and without stairs
to navigate.  

The favorite family activity (from in-laws to kids) is playing golf, so there’s a putting green just beyond
the pool and spa, as well as a pickleball court. Lori teased Jeff about the poolside outdoor kitchen when
they installed it, but it now gets so much use, the grill is turned on twice as often as the indoor oven.  

But the kitchen inside remains Lori’s favorite room. Walnut horizontal cabinets frame honed basalt tile.
A bar and sink bookend one side of the space with four stools in front of the chef’s island. “We didn’t
want to have a TV in our living room,” Jeff says. “So we put one in the kitchen.” This means Lori can
prep meals without missing a second of her beloved Seahawks play during football season. 



The family incorporated Japanese influences into the home design, with an emphasis on simplicity and an appreciation of natural beauty 

Exposed concrete and cedar were used throughout the home’s interior 
When asked to choose a favorite feature of the house, Jeff pauses for a minute and ultimately settles
on its beauty. “The house sits above the street 30 or 40 feet,” he says. “When lit up at night, it looks
pretty amazing.”

Pro tip: “Polished concrete flooring is an easy way to add a modern look without a large cost,” architect
Callaway says. “Since the concrete is just the floor of the foundation, all the client has to pay for is the



polish, which costs about $5–$6 per square foot (compared with the cost of installed wood floors, which
run about $10–$12 per square foot). The floor also pairs well with radiant heating as it better regulates
temperature by contact with in-floor radiant tubes. It’s a difference of heat through touch versus heat
having to travel through ventilation in the air.” 

First Lamp Architecture and Construction; Taylor Callaway, founder and lead designer, firstlamp.net;
Mandy Callaway NCIDQ, LEED AP, Mandy Callaway Interiors, mandycallaway.com

5. New Addition
A Tacoma addition offers more than just extra space 
By Jennifer McCullum; Photographed by Coral von Zumwalt 

Puyallup architect Ko Wibowo’s 800-square-foot addition (left) to a Tacoma house offers an ADA-compliant space to accommodate the homeowner, who was

diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease six years ago. The house was originally built in the early 1970s by celebrated Pacific Northwest architect L. Jane Hastings 
For Puyallup architect Ko Wibowo, an introduction to a Tacoma couple five years ago presented a
challenge in addition and subtraction. He was asked to design an addition to their 1973 bi-level home to
better accommodate the husband, who was confronting the loss of memory and mobility and assorted
health problems associated with a 2009 Alzheimer’s disease diagnosis.  

The couple hoped the new 800-square-foot expansion could offer an ADA-compliant space that felt like
home rather than a hospital. “For me, the project was about the context,” Wibowo says. “How I could
make the house centered around this man and hopefully help him retain his memory.” 
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